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Abstract

In a widely-held conception, the biological carbon pump (BCP) is equal to the export of organic matter out of the euphotic

zone. Using global ocean-atmosphere model experiments we show that the change in export production is a poor measure of the

biological pump’s feedback to the atmosphere. The change in global true oxygen utilization (TOU), an integrative measure of

the imprint of the biological carbon pump on marine oxygen, however, is in good agreement with the net change in the biogenic

air-sea flux of oxygen. Since, TOU correlates very well with apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) in our experiments, we propos

to measure the change of AOU from data of global float programs to monitor the feedback of the BCP to the atmosphere. For

the current ocean we estimate that BCP changes lead to an uptake of CO by the ocean in the range of 0.07 to 0.14 GtC/yr.
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1. Plain language summary:  13 
 14 
The biological carbon pump is an important element of marine carbon cycling and climate 15 

control on millennium time scales. In a widely-held conception the export of organic carbon 16 

from the productive surface layer of the ocean is used as the essential measure of this 17 

carbon pump. Using numerical ocean modelling, we show here that the change in export 18 

production is, however, a poor measure of the biological carbon pump’s feedback to the 19 

atmosphere on centennial time scales. In the contrary, we find that an oxygen-based 20 

measure, the apparent oxygen utilization can be used to quantify the impact of biological 21 

pump changes on the atmosphere. Since the apparent oxygen utilization is easily accessible 22 

from an existing network of marine floats, our study suggests that the atmospheric impact of 23 

any future changes of the biological carbon pump can be monitored and quantified. For past 24 

decades our study proposes a neglectable CO2-feedback to climate from biological carbon 25 

processing. 26 

 27 

2. Abstract/first paragraph  28 
 29 
In a widely-held conception, the biological carbon pump (BCP) is equal to the export of 30 

organic matter out of the euphotic zone. Using global ocean-atmosphere model experiments 31 

we show that the change in export production is a poor measure of the biological pump’s 32 

feedback to the atmosphere. The change in global true oxygen utilization (TOU), an 33 

integrative measure of the imprint of the biological carbon pump on marine oxygen, 34 

however, is in good agreement with the net change in the biogenic air-sea flux of oxygen. 35 

Since, TOU correlates very well with apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) in our experiments, 36 

we propose to measure the change of AOU from data of global float programs to monitor 37 



 2 

the feedback of the BCP to the atmosphere. For the current ocean we estimate that BCP 38 

changes lead to an uptake of CO2 by the ocean in the range of 0.07 to 0.14 GtC/yr.  39 

 40 

 41 

3. Introduction 42 
 43 
The biological carbon pump (hereafter BCP, also coined soft tissue pump, [Volk and Hoffert, 44 

1985]) is often equated with the export of organic matter out of the euphotic zone [Boyd 45 

and Trull, 2007; Harrison et al., 2018; Keeling et al., 2010; Yool et al., 2007]. Attempts to 46 

quantify the ‘efficiency’ or the ‘strength’ of the biological pump often use export production 47 

as its essential measure. The fraction of net primary production vertically exported from the 48 

surface layer has been explored extensively in its relationships with temperature, nutrient 49 

availability, or net primary productivity, and with respect to its global patterns [Buesseler, 50 

1998; Eppley and Peterson, 1979; Henson et al., 2012; Henson et al., 2011; Laws et al., 2000]. 51 

In climate models, net primary production and export production have been used to 52 

quantify changes of marine ecosystems and the reaction of the biological pump to future 53 

climate change [Cabre et al., 2015; Laufkötter et al., 2016; Laufkötter et al., 2015; Taucher 54 

and Oschlies, 2011]. Models consistently projects a decrease of global export production (EP) 55 

by on average 12 % (DEP = -0.68 ± 0.54 GtC/yr) until the end of this century for a business-56 

as-usual emission scenario [Cabre et al., 2015]. The ultimate drivers of this reduction are 57 

increasing density stratification [Bopp et al., 2002; J. L. Sarmiento et al., 1998], caused by 58 

surface ocean warming and increased moisture fluxes, and mixed layer shoaling. These 59 

physical changes reduce nutrient supply from the deep ocean, followed by decreasing net 60 

primary production, phytoplankton biomass and ultimately export [Cabre et al., 2015], in 61 

particular in the low latitudes, while export increases in the high latitudes. The projected net 62 

global decrease in export production has been suggested to potentially sustain a positive 63 

feedback to atmospheric CO2 concentrations [Cabre et al., 2015], i.e. to potentially amplify 64 

climate change [Resplandy, 2018].  65 

 66 

This view is contrasted by observations and model projections of a widespread ocean 67 

deoxygenation until the end of this century [Bopp et al., 2013] and beyond [Oschlies et al., 68 

2019; Shaffer et al., 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2015]. The overwhelming part of the projected 69 

marine oxygen inventory loss until the end of this century is due to an increase in apparent 70 
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oxygen utilization (AOU) [Bopp et al., 2017]. AOU is an integrative measure of the (oxic) 71 

degradation of organic matter and provides a measure of the amount of ‘respired carbon’ or  72 

‘respiratory CO2
’ [Keeling et al., 2010; E. Y. Kwon et al., 2011], i.e. dissolved inorganic carbon 73 

stored in the ocean interior after having been processed by the biological carbon pump 74 

[Bernardello et al., 2014; Körtzinger et al., 1998; Peng et al., 1998]. A global increase in AOU 75 

is consistent with a net O2 flux out of the ocean and a net CO2 flux into the ocean, hence a 76 

negative feedback to rising atmospheric CO2. This proposes that global-warming related 77 

changes of the biological carbon pump may mitigate, rather than amplify, climate change. 78 

The same or comparable climate models, hence propose contradicting responses of the BCP 79 

to climate change, only depending on the choice of the metric to quantify the change of the 80 

BCP.  81 

 82 

In idealised steady-state model simulations, the global integral of AOU (or its stoichiometric 83 

equivalent remineralised-PO4 inventory) shows a negative correlation with atmospheric 84 

pCO2 [E Y Kwon et al., 2009] while export production has no meaningful relationship with 85 

atmospheric pCO2 [Gnanadesikan and Marinov, 2008], an observation which can be 86 

explained by a strong regional decoupling of export production and AOU, evident from the 87 

regional variability of the ‘sequestration efficiency’ [DeVries et al., 2012]. Hence AOU rather 88 

than export production provides a good indicator of the biotically driven oceanic carbon 89 

storage in steady state, which is in agreement with the original definition of the ‘strength’ of 90 

the soft tissue pump given by [Volk and Hoffert, 1985]. However, the Holocene steady state 91 

is in transition to the Anthropocene  [Crutzen, 2002a; b; Steffen et al., 2011], an era of 92 

rapidly changing climate and oceans [Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2014]. On transient time scales, 93 

a change in AOU, for example in the deep ocean, may not immediately be reflected in an 94 

exchange of oxygen or CO2 between ocean and atmosphere. For a marine process to qualify 95 

as a feedback to the atmosphere, however, an actual flux change at the air-sea boundary 96 

must occur. So far, this has neither been shown for transient changes in AOU nor for 97 

transient changes of export production.  98 

 99 
In this paper, we use the UVic Earth System model of intermediate complexity to explore 100 

whether the cumulative change in export production or the change in AOU provide the 101 

better measure of the impact of the BCP on atmospheric O2 and CO2 under the transient 102 

conditions of a changing climate. Solving this question is important, if the marine feedback 103 
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to atmospheric CO2 and climate is to be monitored and understood. We do this by 104 

comparing changes of AOU and export production with a new objective model metric, the 105 

biogenic O2-flux between atmosphere and ocean, which we will introduce in the next 106 

section. 107 

 108 

 109 

4. Results 110 
 111 
Oxygen in the interior ocean can be described as the difference between preformed oxygen 112 

(O2
pre ) and the oxygen debt accumulated since last contact with the atmosphere from the 113 

oxidation of organic matter. We refer to this oxygen debt  as true oxygen utilization (TOU), 114 

hence O2 = O2
pre – TOU. Preformed oxygen is the oxygen contained in sea water when it 115 

subducted from the surface into the ocean interior. It is controlled by rapid gas exchange 116 

between the surface ocean and the atmosphere, i.e. by the thermodynamic conditions of 117 

the surface ocean, its temperature and salinity, and in polar regions by the degree of ice 118 

coverage [Ito et al., 2004]. O2
pre is often approximated as the saturation concentration of 119 

oxygen (O2
sat) in seawater at given atmospheric pressure, surface seawater temperature and 120 

salinity. This is the concept of apparent oxygen utilization (AOU), i.e. O2 = O2
sat – AOU [J L 121 

Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006].  122 

 123 

The direct physical impact of global warming on marine oxygen, i.e. decreasing solubility 124 

with rising temperature, is usually quantified by the change of O2
sat in the ocean [Ito et al., 125 

2017; Schmidtko et al., 2017]. The change in AOU combines effects associated with changing 126 

primary production, export production, respiration, but also circulation, which ventilates 127 

(provides oxygen to) the ocean interior and thereby replaces the oxygen debt from biological 128 

processes. In an idealised ocean-atmosphere model setting, the change of the air-sea oxygen 129 

flux at the sea surface can similarly be split into a thermodynamic component (∆FO2
therm) 130 

related to the change in oxygen solubility (i.e. ∆O2
sat), and a residual associated with ∆AOU, 131 

to the extent that it causes an oxygen flux change at the sea surface. Since this residual 132 

oxygen flux is directly or indirectly related to either the production of oxygen (net primary 133 

production) or the oxidation of organic matter (respiration), we refer to it as biogenic 134 

(∆FO2
biotic). ∆FO2

biotic includes effects from circulation slow-down which have been projected 135 
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to reduce the return flux of AOU back to the sea surface, including AOU that has been 136 

generated from organic matter breakdown long before climate change started.  137 

 138 

In the global-warming model runs used in this study (see Suppl. Methods, Tab. S1) we 139 

explicitly exclude the thermodynamic warming component on marine oxygen by assimilating 140 

the annual mean temperature difference between a transient climate change run COUPLED 141 

and its constant climate control run CTRL (Figs. S1, S2) for the computation of oxygen gas 142 

exchange and solubility. Transient changes in simulated oxygen gas exchange between 143 

ocean and atmosphere presented in this study are hence due to ∆FO2
biotic only. Accordingly, 144 

we can use the biogenic oxygen air-sea flux changes as a reference metric of BCP changes in 145 

our model, against which we compare changes in (cumulative) export production and 146 

changes in AOU (TOU).  147 

 148 

In experiment COUPLED_SST, a transient run with SST for gas exchange like in CTRL (see Tab. 149 

S1), export production decreases during the experiment (1770-2100) (Fig. S3a) while AOU 150 

and TOU, which we track by an idealised model tracer [Ito et al., 2004], increase (Fig. S3b). 151 

We convert cumulative export production and TOU into equivalent oxygen flux units (Fig. 1) 152 

assuming the changes to cause an immediate flux response. Cumulative change in export 153 

production would translate into an oxygen flux from the atmosphere into the ocean (Fig. 1, 154 

green line), while the change in TOU would translate into an oxygen air-sea flux out of the 155 

ocean (Fig. 1, red line). The true biogenic oxygen air-sea flux (∆FO2
biotic) in COUPLED_SST (Fig. 156 

1, black line) is out of the ocean and almost identical to the equivalent air-sea flux of the 157 

TOU change. In contrast, the theoretical O2-flux equivalent to the cumulative export-158 

production change has the wrong sign compared with the modelled O2-flux at the air-sea 159 

boundary. This picture is consistent with earlier work [Bopp et al., 2002; Yamamoto et al., 160 

2015] which showed that the direct biotic effect of reduced export production on oxygen 161 

and AOU is overcompensated by the effects of a circulation slow-down and increasing 162 

interior-ocean residence time.  163 

 164 

We isolate the direct effects of changing biological rates from the effect of a changing 165 

circulation on tracer accumulation in experiment CTRL_IMPOSE. In this experiment, we 166 

assimilate the annual mean difference of biotic oxygen sinks-minus-sources (O2-sms) of 167 
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COUPLED and CTRL into a run without climate and circulation change. The globally 168 

integrated O2-sms in the interior ocean from this run very much resembles that of the 169 

transient climate change run COUPLED (Fig. S4a, see Supplementary Methods (S1) for 170 

details).  The ocean gains oxygen in this run (globally, about 3.48 Pmol O2 by yr 2100) (Fig. 171 

2a), which is due to a reduction of the true oxygen utilization (TOU) (-3.46 Pmol O2 by yr 172 

2100). Changes in TOU and oxygen agree within 10% with a slightly larger time cumulative 173 

air-sea oxygen flux, ∆FO2
biotic (3.73 Pmol O2 until yr 2100). Small differences between the 174 

cumulative ∆FO2
biotic  and the oxygen inventory change are explained by differences in 175 

oxygen and TOU inventory changes in the upper ocean and the ocean interior (not shown), 176 

i.e. as a small hysteresis effect. Export production, the integral of O2-sms below 130m in this 177 

run, decreases over the course of the experiment (Fig. S3), which is consistent with an ocean 178 

gaining oxygen. However, the time-cumulative integral of export production change is larger 179 

by a factor of two (equivalent oxygen demand of 6.69 Pmol O2 by yr 2100) compared to 180 

simulated oxygen air-sea exchange and oxygen inventory changes. This overestimate of 181 

biogenic oxygen flux by the export production metric is likely explained by shallow 182 

respiration, e.g. within the winter mixed layer [Koeve, 2001]. Organic matter sequestration 183 

flux across 1000m, sometimes suggested to better represent long term sequestration of 184 

carbon from the BCP [Barange et al., 2017; Lampitt et al., 2008], is 1.84 Pmol O2 by yr 2100, 185 

about a factor two too low in comparison with the observed inventory changes of oxygen (or 186 

TOU), or ∆FO2
biotic. Should a reduction of the BCP magnitude occur without circulation change 187 

it would contribute to oxygenate the ocean. In such a situation both the changes in export 188 

production and the deep ocean carbon sequestration flux (z=1000m) would be weak 189 

predictors of the O2-flux induced by the changes of the BCP, either overestimating or 190 

underestimating it by about a factor of two. However, at least the signs of change of export 191 

production, sequestration flux and the oxygen flux at the ocean-atmosphere boundary 192 

would be consistent.  193 

 194 

We also perform the ‘counter’ experiment (COUPLED_IMPOSE), i.e. a run with changing 195 

climate and circulation in which we assimilate the annual mean difference of oxygen sinks 196 

minus sources (O2-sms) of COUPLED and CTRL at model run time, such that the O2-sms of 197 

the run COUPLED_IMPOSE very much resembles that of CTRL (Fig. S4b, see Supplementary 198 

Methods (S1) for details). In this run, again, the decrease in oxygen, the increase in TOU and 199 
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the loss of oxygen to the atmosphere (∆FO2
biotic) are consistent, with little hysteresis (Fig. 2b; 200 

red inverse triangle in Fig 3a). Similar to earlier work [Bopp et al., 2002; Yamamoto et al., 201 

2015], the effect of circulation change on TOU (and oxygen) tracer accumulation (isolated in 202 

COUPLED_IMPOSE) overcompensates the direct biotic effect of changing biological rates 203 

(isolated in CTRL_IMPOSE) on TOU and oxygen concentrations, as evident from 204 

COUPLED_SST (Fig. 1). In all three cases (COUPLED_SST, CTRL_IMPOSE, COUPLED_IMPOSE) 205 

∆TOU is a very good measure of ∆FO2
biotic, the biotic component of changing air-sea O2-fluxes 206 

(Fig. 1, 2). 207 

 208 

Using a larger number of transient model simulations (for details see Tab. S1) we find very 209 

good agreement between the change of the global TOU inventory between 1770 and 2100 210 

(∆TOU) and the cumulative biogenic oxygen air-sea exchange (∆FO2
biotic ) (Fig. 3a). When TOU 211 

increases ∆FO2
biotic is negative and vice versa. The dashed line in Fig. 3a indicates the line of 212 

perfect agreement between the simulated changes in TOU and cumulative ∆FO2
biotic. For the 213 

same model runs, there is basically no meaningful relationship between the cumulative 214 

changes in export production (∆EP) and ∆FO2
biotic , respectively (Fig. 3b). Almost all data 215 

points are very far from the 1:1 relationship, which in this plot represents the theoretical 216 

case that (only) changes in export production would cause an oxygen flux at the air-sea 217 

boundary (i.e. increasing export production would cause an oxygen flux out of the ocean). 218 

Actually, for many model runs (indicated by the grey hatched area), even the sign of change 219 

of export production and that of the simulated biogenic oxygen air-sea flux do not agree.  220 

 221 

The change in export production hence turns out to be an unreliable measure of the 222 

transient development of the biogenic O2-flux at the ocean atmosphere boundary, while the 223 

change in TOU represents it almost perfectly. This holds for the standard simulation 224 

(COUPLED_SST, thick black + in Fig. 2), sensitivity runs with differing circulations (small black 225 

+), runs where the circulation is as in CTRL, but changing biological rates are imposed 226 

globally (blue triangle) or in specific regions (blue numbers, see Tab. S1 for details), as well 227 

as  for runs in which circulation changes affect the accumulation of the TOU tracer and of 228 

oxygen, but biological rates from CTRL are assimilated at model run time either globally (red 229 

triangle) or in specific regions (red numbers, see Tab. S1 for details).  230 

 231 
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  232 
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5. Discussion 233 
 234 

By a suite of idealised model experiments we cover a wide range of possible future export 235 

production and TOU changes and circulation states. We find the robust result that the 236 

change in global TOU provides a reliable quantitative measure of the oxygen fluxes at the 237 

air-sea boundary which are induced by changes of the BCP. At the same time, change in 238 

export production does not inform about the influence of the BCP on the atmosphere. This is 239 

consistent with the finding from idealised steady state model simulations [Gnanadesikan 240 

and Marinov, 2008] and related to a strong regional decoupling of the export of organic 241 

matter and its impact on the storage of its degradation products [DeVries et al., 2012; 242 

Marinov et al., 2006]. It is shown here for the first time that this also holds for transient 243 

model simulations under a business-as-usual climate change scenario.  244 

 245 

Measuring export production in the ocean is an ambitious task. There is  large regional and 246 

temporal variability requiring extremely dense measurement coverage and there are 247 

notorious technical issues plaguing the methods to sample sinking particles quantitatively 248 

[Scholten et al., 2001] and without biases [Kähler and Bauerfeind, 2001]. Additionally, 249 

accounting for the contribution of DOM to export [Hansell et al., 2002] is difficult. 250 

Accordingly, monitoring changes of export production appears to be extremely challenging 251 

for the real ocean. With respect to biotically induced air-sea fluxes of O2 (and CO2, s.b.), we 252 

may be lucky that there is no need to monitor export production since it is no suitable 253 

measure of biological pump change anyway. 254 

 255 

In contrast, computing AOU from high-quality data of temperature, salinity and oxygen is a 256 

more straight-forward task [García and Gordon, 1992]. Data archives hold a huge body of 257 

historical data [García et al., 2014] which allow to derive a present-day state estimate of 258 

marine AOU [Garcia et al., 2005] and further allow to quantify its change over the last 50 yrs 259 

[Schmidtko et al., 2017]. Currently existing and deployed technology of oxygen-sensor 260 

equipped Argo floats [Jayne et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2009] is available to quantify and 261 

monitor changes in oxygen and AOU in the future. Model studies [Duteil et al., 2013; Ito et 262 

al., 2004] have indicated that AOU may overestimate TOU globally by up to 25%, due to 263 

incomplete equilibration at the formation time of deep water [Körtzinger et al., 2004; Wolf 264 

et al., 2018]. In our model experiments, the change in AOU and the change in TOU are highly 265 
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correlated (Fig. S5), though ∆AOU tends to underestimate ∆TOU in the COUPLED model 266 

experiment by 25%. This appears to be related to a change in polar sea ice cover which can 267 

prevent complete equilibration of surface sea water with the atmosphere, a major reason 268 

identified for O2
sat (AOU) to overestimate O2

pre (TOU) [Duteil et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2004]. 269 

Polar sea ice cover is projected to decrease during the 21st century for high emission 270 

scenarios, like the one used here (RCP 8.5) (Fig. S6), which should have the effect to make 271 

AOU (O2
sat) a more reliable estimate of TOU (O2

pre) over the course of our model 272 

experiments. The smaller change in AOU compared to TOU in our experiments is hence an 273 

artefact of the default procedure to compute AOU (the O2
sat assumption; Fig. S7). Improved 274 

procedures, e.g. the evaluated oxygen utilization, EOU [Duteil et al., 2013], may be used 275 

instead. The strong correlation between ∆TOU and ∆FO2
biotic (Fig. 3a) as well the correlation 276 

between ∆AOU and ∆TOU (Fig. S5) suggest that changes of AOU (eventually EOU) monitored 277 

from a continued Argo float program with oxygen sensors provides the unique opportunity 278 

to monitor changes of the biological pump in the ocean and its influence on the atmosphere. 279 

 280 

v 1.7.20, wk 281 

 282 

6. Conclusions and outlook 283 
 284 

Re-emphasizing the original proposal of [Volk and Hoffert, 1985] that the biological carbon 285 

pump can be best quantified by its contribution to the vertical surface-to-bottom DIC 286 

gradient, we here showed that the effect of transient changes of this pump on the 287 

atmosphere is best quantified by changes of AOU, a property directly related to that DIC 288 

gradient and easily measured in the ocean. In contrast, we found that changes of export 289 

production show no clear relationship with the biogenic O2-flux between atmosphere and 290 

ocean and hence has no predictive capacity to quantify relevant changes of the biological 291 

pump. 292 

 293 

This study addresses the feedback of the biological carbon pump to the atmosphere in terms 294 

of an air-sea oxygen flux. Of real interest is the associated carbon flux. Biogenic oxygen 295 

fluxes between the ocean and the atmosphere are directly related to a stoichiometrically 296 

equivalent potential CO2 flux of biogenic origin, which can be easily computed by dividing 297 
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the biogenic oxygen flux by the ocean mean oxygen-to-carbon ratio (the oxygen demand of 298 

organic matter degradation, r-O2:C=1.4; [Anderson and Sarmiento, 1994]). The true CO2 flux 299 

attributable to changes of the biological-physical pump, will, however, be considerably 300 

different. This is due to the buffering effect of surface ocean seawater [Ito and Follows, 301 

2005]. In steady state, the true CO2-flux from biological pump changes may be only 10-20% 302 

of the potential CO2-flux [Gruber et al., 2004].  303 

 304 

We derive a first-order estimate of the steady-state CO2-flux attributable to biological 305 

carbon pump changes from the observed rate of ocean deoxygenation [Schmidtko et al., 306 

2017]. Over the recent 50 years the rate of ocean deoxygenation (961 Tmol per decade, 307 

[Schmidtko et al., 2017]) is mainly due to an increase in AOU (831 Tmol per decade), which is 308 

equivalent to a potential CO2-flux into the ocean of +594 Tmol C per decade. Using the 309 

steady-state buffer correction of this flux taken from [Gruber et al., 2004] this translates into 310 

an ultimate true CO2-flux into the ocean attributable to the biological pump of 0.7 to 1.4 Gt 311 

C per decade, or 0.07 to 0.14 Gt C/yr. Compared with the mean total marine uptake for 2006 312 

to 2015 (2.6 ± 0.5 GtC/yr, [Le Quéré et al., 2016]) this estimate of the CO2-flux attributable to 313 

changes of the biological carbon pump (soft tissue pump) appears negligible. 314 

 315 
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11. Figures (captions): 534 
 535 

Fig. 1. Theoretical and simulated cumulative global oxygen fluxes (Pmol O2) in UVic model 536 

experiment COUPLED_SST (solid lines) and COUPLED (dashed lines) between 1770 and 2100. 537 

Simulated air-sea oxygen flux (∆FO2
biotic , black solid line), theoretical cumulative flux (green 538 

lines) derived from cumulative export-production change (Fig. S3b), and theoretical air-sea 539 

flux derived from TOU inventory change (red lines, Fig. S3b). Theoretical fluxes are 540 

computed assuming that the changes in cumulative export or TOU, respectively, result in an 541 

immediate flux at the air-sea boundary. Following conventions, a flux into the ocean is 542 

positive. TOU is integrated below z=130m, export production is quantified at z=130m.  543 

 544 

Fig 2. Disentangling direct and indirect effects of the biological-physical carbon pump 545 

changes on oxygen and TOU inventory as well as oxygen fluxes. All numbers are presented in 546 

units of oxygen flux at the air sea boundary. (a) Experiment CTRL_IMPOSE (no circulation 547 

change, but with imposed changes of biological rates affecting O2-sms like in the COUPLED, 548 

compare Fig. S4a): simulated oxygen air-sea flux ∆FO2
biotic (black), change in oxygen inventory 549 

(blue), theoretical air-sea flux derived from change in TOU inventory (dashed red), 550 

cumulative theoretical O2-flux (green) derived from cumulative change in export production, 551 

cumulative theoretical O2-flux (orange) derived from cumulative change of respiration 552 

below 1000m (so called sequestration flux). (b) Experiment COUPLED_IMPOSE (circulation 553 

change affects oxygen and TOU, but biological rates affecting O2-sms are like in CTRL; 554 

compare Fig. S4b). Theoretical fluxes are computed assuming that the changes in cumulative 555 

export, sequestration flux, or TOU, respectively, result in a flux at the air-sea boundary 556 

without any time delay. Following conventions, a flux into the ocean is positive. 557 

Inventory changes of O2 and TOU are global integrals, export production is quantified at 558 

z=130m. 559 

 560 

Fig. 3. Time integrated (yr 1765 to 2100) change of (a) TOU and (b) export production (in 561 

oxygen equivalents) vs. the cumulative biogenic air-sea oxygen flux. 562 

Dashed lines indicate the respective equivalence points (1:1 relationship) of (a) ∆TOU vs 563 

∆FO2
biotic and (b) ∆EP and ∆FO2

biotic, assuming that changes in TOU or EP would translate 564 

completely and immediately into a O2- flux at the sea surface. The hatched area indicates 565 
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where the signs of change of ∆EP and ∆FO2
biotic are inconsistent. Compare Tab. S1 for symbol 566 

legend. 567 

 568 
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Text S1. 

Supplementary Methods  

 
UVic model 
 
All transient (yr 1765 to 2100) model runs presented in this paper are simulated with an ocean-
sea-ice-atmosphere version of the University of Victoria Earth System Model of intermediate 
complexity (UVic) version 2.9 [Keller et al., 2012; Weaver et al., 2001] supplemented with 
idealised tracers of true oxygen utilization (TOU; [Ito et al., 2004; Koeve and Kähler, 2016]) and 
ideal age [England, 1995; Koeve et al., 2015]. The fully coupled Earth System model was spun 
up under constant Holocene conditions (pCO2=278, orbital forcing of yr 1765), thereafter the 
land model was turned off and a 1500 yr drift run was performed with the oceanic (incl. sea 
ice) and atmospheric model with prescribed monthly mean wind forcing from NCAR/NCEP 
climatological data. Starting from the state at the end of the drift run, we perform a coupled 
simulation (COUPLED) under the RCP 8.5 business-as-usual CO2 emission scenario, applying 
emissions from fossil fuels and land use change using forcing data from the RCP database 
(http://www.iiasa.ac.at; [Meinshausen et al., 2011]), corrected, however, for net land fluxes 
diagnosed from a fully coupled UVic Earth System run. The residual CO2 emissions (dubbed 
RCP85-star forcing) applied to the ocean + atmosphere model in COUPLED add up to 1970 Gt 
C between 1770 and 2100. We also perform a control run (CTRL) as a drift run (no CO2 
emissions) between yr 1765 and 2100. Atmospheric pCO2 was 275.1 ± 0.05 ppm in the control 
run and surface air temperature was 13.02 ± 0.03 °C. The coupled atmosphere-ocean run 
COUPLED is characterized by a changing climate (the atmosphere warms by 3.72 °C; Fig. S1b), 
changing ocean circulation (as indicated by regional changes of the model’s ideal age; Fig. S2) 
and an increase in atmospheric pCO2 to 943 ppmv until yr 2100 (Fig. S1a). The ocean takes up 
a total of 542 Gt C, equivalent to 27.5% of the cumulative emissions to the atmosphere. Using 
the output of experiments COUPLED and CTRL, we diagnose the annual mean anomalies 
(COUPLED - CTRL) of sea surface temperature, SST, (x, y, and t dimensions), and oxygen 
sources-minus-sinks (O2-sms), (x, y, z, and t dimensions). We modify the UVic code to allow for 
the assimilation of these anomalies and design a series of idealised experiments which 
combine the impact of global warming on biological rates including export and respiration 
and different possible intensities of warming-induced circulation changes (see Tab. S1 for 
details).  
 
Experiments carried out 
 
Starting from the experiments COUPLED and CTRL explained above and the diagnosed SST 
anomalies, we perform a series of experiments in which the oxygen flux between the ocean 
and the atmosphere does not feel the change in surface ocean temperature, hence FO2 = 
FO2

biotic. In experiments #1 to #7 and #12 to #18, the annual mean sea surface temperature (SST) 
difference between COUPLED and CTRL has been assimilated at model run time for the 
computation of oxygen solubility and gas exchange. Air-sea oxygen flux is hence corrected for 
the solubility effect of global warming. Runs 8-11 have the physical conditions of CTRL, hence 
they do not need to assimilate SST for oxygen solubility explicitly. 
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Tab S1 gives an overview of the experiments carried out. We construct a range of potential 
responses of the biological carbon pump to climate change by combining four categories of 
experiments:  
 
(a) Coupled ocean-atmosphere run (COUPLED_SST, #1 in Tab. S1, large black + in Figs. 3, S5, 
S7), in which changing biological rates as well as changing circulation both affect oxygen and 
TOU tracer values according to the RCP85star climate scenario. Oxygen (and TOU) sources and 
sinks in this run are computed prognostically. 
 
(b) Coupled transient runs with changing climate and circulation (like in COUPLED_SST) where 
biological rates from CTRL are assimilated at model run time everywhere (COUPLED IMPOSE, 
#2 in Tab. S1) or in specified regions (experiments #3 - #6, see last column of Tab. S1 for details; 
red symbols in Fig. 3, S5, S7) are carried out. The assimilation procedure is adopted from 
[Bopp et al., 2002; Yamamoto et al., 2015], but modified as follows. The difference of local 
annual means (4D) of oxygen source-minus-sinks (O2-sms) between COUPLED and CTRL is 
computed offline, stored to file, and assimilated at model run time to affect the oxygen and 
TOU tracer. The assimilation process differs for runs with climate change (runs 2-7) in 
comparison to CTRL-like runs (next section). In model run #2, the assimilation is carried out in 
order to compensate for changes occurring at model run time and, in the annual mean, causes 
the effect of biological rates on oxygen and TOU to be almost identical with CTRL (Fig. S4b). In 
this run, circulation changes only affect the oxygen and TOU tracer distribution. Runs #3 to #6 
are variants of run #2, in which the assimilation is only carried out in specific regions, e.g. south 
of 40°S (run #3). Run #7 is a specific case in which O2-sms is assimilated twice which provides 
an extreme simulation with inverted response of the biological processes on climate change.  
 
(c) Control runs #8 to #11 (no climate change and no circulation change) to which we 
assimilate biological rates from COUPLED at model run time everywhere or in specified 
regions (dark blue symbols in Fig. 3, S5, S7) are carried out. Runs #8 to #11 have the climate 
and circulation of CTRL and assimilate the biological rate differences in order to impose the 
impact of transient changes of biological rates on oxygen (and the TOU tracer). In these runs 
only the (imposed) changes of biological rates cause the oxygen and TOU tracer distribution 
to change since circulation has no trend between 1770 and 2100 in CTRL. In run #8, the local 
annual mean difference of O2-sms is added to the O2-sms term emerging at model run time 
(see Fig S4a). In runs #9 to #11 assimilation of O2-sms is restricted to specific regions, e.g. south 
of 40°S (run #9). 
 
d) In addition to the main experiment COUPLED_SST with default circulation (large black + in 
Figs. 3, S5, S7), we perform sensitivity experiments with modified vertical background 
diffusivity (# 12 to #18 in Tab. S1, small black + in Figs. 3, S5, S7). Background vertical 
diffusivity has been varied between 0.5 and 0.05 cm2/sec to simulate different ocean 
circulations similar to [Duteil and Oschlies, 2011; Koeve et al., 2015]. The runs are based on 
respective spin-up, drift, and control runs. The annual mean anomalies of SST, derived from 
respective COUPLED and CTRL model experiments are assimilated at model runtime for the 
computation of oxygen air see exchange. 
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a)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S1. Transient atmospheric properties between years 1770 and 2100: (a) atmospheric 
pCO2 (ppm) and (b) surface air temperature (°C) of run COUPLED (black solid lines) and CTRL 
(red solid lines).  
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
 

Figure S2. Ideal age (years) along a Atlantic Ocean – Southern Ocean – Pacific Ocean transect: 
(a) Age change in run COUPLED (2100-1770), (b) Age distribution in 1770 in run CTRL. 
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a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S3. Transient evolution of (a) export production (Gt C / yr; z=130m), (b) cumulative 
export production (green solid), true oxygen utilization (TOU, red solid), and apparent oxygen 
utilization (AOU, red dashed). Note that the cumulative change in export production in (a) is 
presented in carbon units per year while the cumulative change in export production in (b) is 
given in equivalent oxygen units (Pmol O2) to better compare against TOU and AOU changes. 
In (b) number given for TOU and AOU are global integrals below z=130m. 
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a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S4. Globally integrated oxygen sinks-minus-sources in the ocean interior (z >130m) for 
runs COUPLED (black), CTRL (red), CTRL_IMPOSE (blue, panel a), and COUPLED_IMPOSE (blue, 
panel b). 
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Figure S5. Transient change (2100 – 1770) of globally integrated true oxygen utilization (TOU) 
vs. apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) from model runs (Tab. S1) 1a to 7a, 8-11, and 12a to 18a. 
Note that AOU cannot be computed correctly for model runs 1-7 and 12-18 which apply SST 
assimilation for oxygen solubility and gas exchange computation, since the temperature at 
the time of gas exchange is not traced by an additional idealized tracer into the ocean interior 
in our model runs. Hence, we performed additional model runs (1a to 7a, 12a to 18a) without 
SST assimilation, but otherwise identical to runs 1 to 7 and 12 to 18, which are used for the 
comparison in this figure. Symbols are as in Fig. 2, respectively. 
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Figure S6. Change of ice cover (area fraction) between 1770 and 2100 in run COUPLED. 
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Figure S7. Transient change (2100 - 1770) of globally integrated preformed oxygen (O2
pre) vs. 

globally integrated saturated oxygen (O2
sat) from model runs 1a to 7a , 8-11, , and 12a-18a. For 

Details see caption of Fig. S5 and Tab. S1. 
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Table S1. Transient experiments carried out. We construct a range of potential responses of 
the biological carbon pump to climate change by combining four categories of experiments. 
(a) Coupled ocean-atmosphere runs (large black + in Fig. 3), in which changing biological rates 
as well as changing circulation affect oxygen and TOU tracer distribution according to the 
RCP85star climate scenario. (b) Coupled transient runs 2-6 with changing climate and 
circulation (like in COUPLED_SST) where biological rates from CTRL are assimilated at model 
run time everywhere or in specified regions (red symbols in Fig. 3). (c) Control runs 8-11 (no 
climate change and no circulation change) to which we assimilate biological rates from 
COUPLED at model run time everywhere or in specified regions (dark blue symbols in Fig. 3). 
(d) COUPLED model runs with modified background diffusivity (Kv, cm2/sec) as indicated in 
column 3. SST difference to a respective control run is assimilated at model run time for the 
computation of oxygen solubility and gas-exchange. (See Supplementary Methods for details). 
 

# Symbols in Fig. 3  Run name SST for ASE  Assimilation of biological 
rates  

 - COUPLED - - 
 - CTRL - - 
     
1 large black + COUPLED_SST x - 

   x - 
2 red Ñ COUPLED_IMPOSE x x, everywhere 
3 red 4 CoupAssS40 x x, south of 40S 
4 red 5 CoupAssS40N40 x x, 40S to 40N 
5 red 6 CoupAssN40 x x, north of 40N 
6 red 7 CoupAssS40no x x, north of 40S 
7 green 8 CoupAss2x x x, everywhere, but twice 
8 blue ∆ CTRL_IMPOSE - x, everywhere 
9 blue 1 CtrlAssS40 - x, south of 40S 
10 blue 2 CtrlAssS40N40 - x, 40S to 40N 
11 blue 3 CtrlAssN40 - x, north of 40N 
12 small black +   Kv = 0.5 x - 
13 small black + Kv = 0.4 x - 
14 small black + Kv = 0.3 x - 
15 small black + Kv = 0.2 x - 
16 small black + Kv = 0.1 x - 
17 small black + Kv = 0.05 x - 
18 small black + Kv = 0.01 x - 
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Table S2. Regional cumulative change in export production (EP) (z=130m) and the change in 
shallow TOU (z=130 to 1500m) between 1770 and 2100 (Pmol O2). 
 

Region EP TOU TOU/EP 
    
South of 40S 1.7 2.2 1.3 
40S to 40N -6.1 -1.0 0.16 
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